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On your House OK?
Overcapitalizing
Is

What is Overcapitalization? 

This is when you spend more on improving a property than you will get back when you sell it. 
For example, If you bought your house for $550k and did a renovation of $300k, then you 
have spent a total of $850k on your property. Hpwever, the bank only values your property at 
$800k – this means that you have overcapitalized by $50k. However, it is important to 
remember that over time the value of the house should increase and if you intend on keeping 
the property for any length of time, then you should re-coup your money.

There are a number of things to consider when looking at renovating your house that 
contribute to how much money you spend on your renovation and weather you consider 
overcapitalizing to be a possible option for you. Of course, its recommended to seek your 
own finacial advice before deciding on a course.

• Location – did you buy right? People who buy homes at the lower end of values in the
suberb will have more scope for capitalization without overdoing it. Always remember
the old adage –“buy the worst house in the best street”

• Did you buy your property some time ago and already have equity in it, such that you
will not be out of pocket if you renovated and sold now?

• If you didn’t renovate for say 10  
  years, yes your property value  
  should increase, but the COST of  
  the renovation will increase to –  
  so in the long run, if you renovate now, 
  you arnt loosing anything but have 
  enjoyed living the  the property that you    
  created and wanted.

• If you plan on only staying in your proper   
  ty for a short period of time up to 5  
  years, then you may be more researved    
  with the extent  of your renovations.

• Will the renovations actually add  value? – if you have to spend a lot of money  
  on structual repairs like replacing stumps, leaking roofs or bad electrical wiring  
  then its not likely you are going to see a return for money spent but mainte nance is         
  crucial for the longevity of your house. Much like your car, If you look after it, it will cost    
  you much more in the long run.

• What state of repair is the property currently in? – if you don’t renovate your  
  roperty and it keeps deteriorating then it may cost you more in the long run and  
  you may not see the value for money from the renovation.

• What level of fit are you planning? – If you spend too much on the kitchen or  
  bathroom on things like upmarket or expensive fittings and fixtures or extras  
  like home theatres and pools – they may not add much value to the property as  
  a whole.

• If you renovate now and overcapitalize a little because you are going to stay there 
  and enjoy your home for the next 10 years, the property should have increased in 
  value to make up for any overcapitalization, and you have a property that is still in 
  great condition, and you have enjoyed living there during that time.

So, If you are looking at renovating your property, it pays to do your reaserch. Consider 
what you paid for the property, how much you currently owe and how much your 
renovaions are going to cost. As long as you aren’t going into your renovations with your 
eyes closed, then sometimes it is ok to overcapitalize on your renovations. Of course, 
always remember to get your own financial advice and be comfortable with your 
decision – so that you can sleep at night!
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